THE ECONOMY OF INDO-CHINA
piastre for internal use and the franc for foreign exchange. The impor-
tation of foreign piastres was forbidden, as well as the exportation of
Indo-Chinese currency. This was thought to be a preliminary step to
stabilization, but just at that time, 1905, the price of silver rose, so
the reform was postponed. The Indo-Chinese piastre presented the
inconvenience of being unadapted to commerce with countries on the
gold standard—notably France. Till the War, Europeans in the colony
used francs as the medium of exchange among themselves^ and even
the budget was drawn up in terms of that currency. Piastres were
based on the daily exchange rate against the franc, and since French
currency was far more stable, it held the ascendancy until the War.
The situation changed after 1914, with the franc's dwindling pur-
chasing power, and the trend was reversed—away from the franc and
toward the piastre, which rose to unknown heights in 1920. The state
was forced to adjust salaries to the new situation, and the result was
a virtual abandonment of the franc as 'Currency. The capital made
available in the colony, by the favourable turn taken by the piastre,
was partly responsible for the success of Long's loan in 1921 and the
beginning of Indo-China's financial autonomy.
Pre-War efforts at stabilizing the currency had been foiled by outside
circumstances—the War, and fluctuations in the price of silver. In
1920, the problem was re-studied but rejected. The rise in silver,
hence in piastres, had permitted Indo-China to survive the rise in
world prices. Uncertainty about French currency was also a vital
factor, and at the time it was thought fortunate that Indo-China was
not linked to the troubled franc. From 1924 to 1926 Indo-China was
regarded as a secure, albeit temporary, investment area by French
capitalists until their own currency should once more become stable.
When this capital began to be repatriated, the wave of speculation in
Indo-Chinese resources was already under way, so its loss was felt
less keenly than it might otherwise have been* But die colony conse-
paid very dear for its financial vogue.
The late 1920*8 coincided with a steady decline in the piastre, as
the chameleon of 'diver, and an increase in trade with the gold
countries. It was, therefore, only natural that Indo-China
again consider stabilisation* Everyone, including French in-
vestors* wanted more security for their capital in the colony, and joined
m the clamour that resulted in Pasquier's stabilization measure of
31, 1930. The great source of monetary jaaMse, however, was
not	Rice* the almost unique sonree of the eolony^s

